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Eyes of Light: Colour in the Lindisfarne 
Gospels
HEATHER PULLIAM
The brilliant and varied colours of the Lindisfarne Gospels are one of the manuscript’s 
most celebrated features, and yet the question of their meaning and role within the 
iconographic programme has been largely neglected in existing scholarship. In part 
this is due to the fact that colour studies are an intensely problematic fi eld of inquiry, 
necessitating an interdisciplinary approach that is also inherently dependent upon 
scientifi c analysis. Advances in Raman microscopy have enabled non-invasive testing 
for the fi rst time, and in the past ten years the Lindisfarne Gospels and a number of 
other Insular manuscripts have undergone testing at the British Library and Trinity 
College Dublin. This essay offers a preliminary examination of the relationship 
between colour, iconography and meaning within the Lindisfarne Gospels, before 
proceeding to an in-depth analysis of the portrayal of eye colour within the manu-
script. This analysis explores the connections between colour, material, early medieval 
epistemology, optics and exegesis. 
DESPITE the many publications that discuss the Lindisfarne Gospels, relatively little 
consideration has been given to the relationship between colour and meaning within 
the manuscript. This lacuna in the literature is particularly notable given that its 
colour is one of the manuscript’s most frequently lauded features. Typical of facsimile 
commentary volumes, both the 1956 and 2003 commentaries discuss colour within the 
context of pigment analysis, stylistic comparisons and verbal descriptions of the 
images.1 Investigations into the iconographic meaning of its images, however, largely 
treat the pages as if they were without colour.2 This omission is relatively common 
within the fi eld of early medieval art history due to a host of issues that are too 
numerous to list here in their entirety.3 Colours transform over time; perceptions 
of colour vary depending on the viewer and lighting conditions; conservation issues 
frequently prevent access to the original; colour reproductions are unreliable and 
frequently unavailable — the list is a long one. Moreover, linguistic studies of colour 
vocabulary and literature provide an additional layer of uncertainty.4
It seems unlikely, however, that the colour of the Lindisfarne Gospels was applied 
casually or without thought. Recent colour reports suggest that the remarkable range 
of colours present within the manuscript was created via the sophisticated and careful 
application of very few original pigments.5 Unlike the later middle ages, when the 
roles of colourist, draughtsman and designer were usually distinct, it has frequently 
been argued that a single individual, the bishop Eadfrith, was responsible for all 
aspects of the Lindisfarne illuminations. In other words, the well-educated, literate 
artist who designed and executed the manuscript’s complex iconography with its 
multivalent meaning also selected and applied its remarkable range of colours. 
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Modern audiences should be reminded that technologies have struggled to replicate 
the subtle and sophisticated colour range found in the Lindisfarne Gospels. The tunic 
worn by the evangelist Matthew on fol. 25v, for example, is a purple-plum colour in 
facsimile images, but appears red in the British Library ‘Turning the Pages’ online 
exhibition and a number of other publications (Fig. 1 and Col. Pl. IV in print edn).6 
Equally, the outer garment worn by John on fol. 209v is a blue-violet colour in both 
facsimiles, but red on the British Library website and most other publications (Fig. 4 
and Col. Pl. VII in print edn). This garment seems particularly diffi cult to reproduce, 
and even the new high-resolution images that were placed online during the course of 
writing this article fail in this respect. Additionally, while colour studies have repeat-
edly demonstrated that medieval descriptions and use of colour indicate that bright-
ness, saturation and texture were often prioritized over hue, modern reproductions 
have not managed to capture the striking variations in intensity and texture present 
within the manuscript. Of the various reproductions available, the 2003 facsimile most 
closely matches the original.7
Refi nements to Raman microscope technology in the 1990s have made it possible 
to identify a range of pigments with relative accuracy for the fi rst time. Previously, 
analyses had depended almost exclusively upon visual identifi cation and an under-
standing of chemistry and medieval recipes. As a number of recent publications have 
noted, observations based on this method have been insuffi ciently questioned.8 As 
Cheryl Porter has pointed out, the appearance of mineral pigments may change 
signifi cantly due to oxidization, while organic pigments tend to fade over time; a 
single pigment can create a wide range of colour and even hue, depending on the 
binder, medium and amount of grinding; and medieval recipes are frequently vague, 
often mistranslated (or untranslatable) and at times even misleading. Fortunately, a 
few years ago, the pigments of the Lindisfarne Gospels were analysed using Raman 
microscopy. The 2004 report confi rmed the need to question long-held assumptions 
based on visual inspections, reversing at least two popular assumptions about the 
manuscript’s pigments.9
Much of this paper will focus upon the use of blue and green within the evangelist 
portraits. The published Raman microscopy analysis reports two types of green 
present within the manuscript. The bright leek-green colour of the outer rim of Mark’s 
halo on fol. 93v and of the book held by Luke’s evangelist symbol on fol. 137v both 
registered as verdigris, a copper-based pigment (Figs 3, 4 and Col. Pls VI, VII in print 
edn). The muddier, darker green of the bench frames in the Mark and Luke portraits 
registered as vergaut, a mixture of yellow orpiment and a woad-based pigment.10 The 
leek-green colour of the verdigris in the Lindisfarne Gospels is quite striking and its 
brightness relatively unusual. Surviving forms of green from the Insular period typi-
cally have a deeper, darker colour. One of the most surprising and important fi ndings 
of the 2004 microscopy report was the absence of lazurite. The brilliant range of blues 
that are present withi n the manuscript had long been believed to have been composed 
of lapis lazuli, suggesting an extensive trade route, but the report discovered that they 
were organic rather than mineral. They have the chemical compound C16H10N2O2, 
and are most likely derived from the rather less exotic woad plant.11
While analyses using Raman microscopy technologies are far more accurate than 
those based upon visual inspection, the results are not absolute. A number of pig-
ments, especially organic plant-based ones, produce visible colour in concentrations 
that are too low for detection via this technology.12 Of the mineral pigments, verdigris 
is particularly diffi cult to identify. Raman microscopy proved inconclusive, for 
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example, in a recent investigation of the use of green within the Book of Durrow, 
although the subsequent X-ray fl uorescence analysis did detect copper.13 The identifi -
cation of verdigris within the Lindisfarne Gospels, however, was further confi rmed 
when green sweepings from the gutter on fol. 93v were analysed and identifi ed as 
verdigris (Cu2(O2CCH3)4*Cu(OH)2).14 The bright leek-green found in the Lindis-
farne Gospels also appears in a number of places within the manuscript, but only a 
few of these instances were tested. Prominent examples from the portrait pages 
include Matthew’s pallium, the majority of books held by the various fi gures, the 
corners of the frames for Matthew and John’s portraits, the rim of Mark’s halo and, 
possibly, the eyes of the four evangelists (Figs 1–4 and Col. Pls IV–VII in print edn).15 
While acknowledging the hazards of visual identifi cation that are outlined above, 
it seems relatively safe to assume that these areas of leek-green are also verdigris or 
some similar copper-based pigment, especially when we consider that the artist who 
created the Gospels was working with a limited range of pigments. Additionally, this 
leek-green colour, most likely because of its copper content, tends to show through 
on the reverse side of the vellum in quite a distinct and recognizable fashion.
One of the most striking features of the Lindisfarne evangelist portraits is the 
brightly and varicoloured robes of the evangelists (Figs 1–4 and Col. Pls IV–VII in 
print edn). Scholars have frequentl y dissected, classifi ed and analysed the theological 
meanings conveyed in the poses, attributes and even hairstyles of evangelists repre-
sented in Insular, Carolingian and late Anglo-Saxon manuscripts; however, as sug-
gested above, the insightful discussions of the complex theological meaning inherent 
within these images never focus on and rarely even discuss the brilliant colours used 
in these portraits.16 Within the Lindisfarne Gospels, each portrait is surrounded by a 
relatively simple frame that surrounds a plain, pale pink background. With the excep-
tion of the Matthew portrait, the imagery is limited to the fi gure of the evangelist, 
a simple stool and footrest, writing materials and evangelist symbol. Against this 
stark regularity, individual differences of poses are marked and meaningful.17 Equally 
noticeable against the plain backgrounds of each portrait are both the vibrancy and 
distinct colour combinations that change from evangelist to evangelist.
At the most basic level, the manuscript’s array of colour conveys variety and 
opulence; however, it might also be understood as a reference to the concord of the 
gospels, which was the subject of a number of patristic works, most notably Augus-
tine’s Harmony of the Gospels. As a number of scholars have demonstrated, this 
theme played a central role in Insular art, liturgy and literature, emphasizing that, 
while each gospel has a distinct voice, together they create a harmonious testimony 
to the life of Christ.18 Similarly, in the Lindisfarne Gospels, each of the evangelists 
has his own unique colour ‘palette’, but certain rhythms and patterns weave the 
four portraits together into a harmonious whole. John’s clothing is the inverse of 
Matthew’s but with some minor variations: his purple robe appears slightly bluer 
and the folds of his clothing are indicated via blue and white highlights, whereas 
Matthew’s are delineated by black. Their haloes are similarly aligned. Matthew’s 
nimbus is coloured with yellow but has a red rim; John’s is red with a yellow rim. 
Mark and John sit on blue cushions; Matthew and Luke on red ones. 
Signifi cantly, one of the most infl uential early medieval discussions of colour sym-
bolism, Bede’s Explanation of the Apocalypse, emerged from the same cultural milieu 
as the Lindisfarne Gospels. In it, Bede explores at length the symbolism of the twelve 
stones of the walls of the Holy City (Revelation 21:19). The tunic colours of each of 
the four evangelists roughly parallel the colours of the fi rst four stones: the fi rst stone, 
jasper for Matthew; the second stone, sapphire for Mark; the third stone, chalcedony 
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Fig. 4. Lindisfarne Gospels, British Library 
Cotton MS Nero D.IV, John Portrait page, 
fol. 209v
Fig. 1. Lindisfarne Gospels, British Library 
Cotton MS Nero D.IV, Matthew Portrait 
page, fol. 25v
Fig. 2. Lindisfarne Gospels British Library 
Cotton MS Nero D.IV, Mark Portrait page, 
fol. 93v
Fig. 3. Lindisfarne Gospels, British Library 
Cotton MS Nero D.IV, Luke Portrait page, 
fol. 137v
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for Luke; and the fourth stone, emerald for John. While there is some question as to 
what colour jasper and chalcedony were thought to be, Bede and others undoubtedly 
perceived sapphires as blue and emeralds as green. Bede describes the former as the 
colour of sky on a clear day, and the latter as greener than the greenest foliage.19 His 
descriptions could easily be applied to the bright blue of Mark’s tunic and intense 
green of John’s garment. It is perhaps worth noting that chalcedony was frequently 
noted for its paleness, which is a distinctive feature of Luke’s tunic.20
John’s association with the emerald is explicitly referenced in both the Lindisfarne 
Gospels and Bede’s commentary on the Apocalypse. Within the manuscript, each of 
the gospels is demarcated by a carpet page surrounded by a rectangular frame with 
ornament at its four corners and at the four cardinal points (Fig. 5 and Col. Pl. VIII 
in print edn). As has frequentl y been noted, the decoration at the four cardinal points 
closely resembles examples of Anglo-Saxon metalwork. In the John carpet page, on 
fol. 210v, at the top and bottom of the frame, are two beast-heads. Unique to John’s 
gospel, the interlace forms a faux metalwork socket that contains a single green stone 
(Figs 5–6 and Col. Pls VIII, IX in print edn). Again, it seems likely that these stones, 
along with the green in the four squares that compose the majority of the carpet page, 
are coloured with a copper-based pigment, as their colour closely matches the areas 
identifi ed as verdigris and is clearly visible on the reverse of the page.
In his commentary on the stones of the Apocalypse, Bede notes, ‘since such exalted 
faith is made known throughout the whole world through the gospel, and that there 
are four books of the gospel, the emerald is placed in fourth place’.21 A Greek source 
associates the emerald specifi cally with John, stating that the stone ‘is green in colour 
and when rubbed with oil it receives a brilliant shine and beauty. We believe that this 
stone indicates the proclamation of the Evangelist John’.22 A number of Latin texts, 
including Bede’s, associate the emerald with oil, and Irish commentaries similarly 
connected the evangelist John to oil.23 In the later middle ages green robes become a 
fi xed part of John’s iconography, and the colour is typically interpreted as a sign of 
faith in this context.24
The association between John and the colour green can be seen elsewhere in 
Insular and late Anglo-Saxon art. In the Cambridge-London Gospels, a green frame 
and four green crosses surround John’s eagle.25 Unfortunately, John’s is the only 
extant symbol, and so it is not possible to compare it with the other evangelist 
symbols originally contained in this manuscript. Having said this, what survives of 
the Mark symbol appears to be executed in red and yellow, although the page was 
badly damaged by fi re. The Echternach Gospels, which are so frequently compared 
to the Cambridge-London Gospels, offer little help in ascertaining the Cambridge-
London colour scheme as they are executed entirely in yellow, red and purple.26 The 
association between John and the colour green is more evident in manuscripts from 
the later Anglo-Saxon period. In New York, Pierpont Morgan Library, MS 709, for 
example, John appears on fols 1v and 77v, wearing a green robe. In a related manu-
script also held at the Morgan Library, MS 708, John’s portrait is framed in green 
and gold.27
While John’s eyes provide the most intense green stare, the other evangelists’ eyes 
appear to be a pale bluish-green, as do those of the fi gure peering from behind the 
curtain in the Matthew portrait (Figs 7–10 and Col. Pls X–XIII in print edn).28 One 
simple, pragmatic explanation might be that the artist had a personal preference 
for light eyes. While less common than brown eyes, conceivably there would have 
been quite a few blue- and even green-eyed people in Northumbria! More surprising, 
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Fig. 5. Lindisfarne Gospels, British Library Cotton MS Nero D.IV, John carpet page, 
fol. 210v
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however, is the fact that the eyes of Matthew’s angel and Luke’s ox are similarly 
coloured (Figs 7, 10 and Col. Pls X, XIII in print edn). While the linguistic evidence 
shows an awareness of pale-eyed (glass-eyed) horses, it seems likely that as is the case 
today, this permutation would be fairly exceptional.29 Perhaps even more odd is the 
fact that, although the lion symbol has black eyes, it appears to have blue-green ‘shad-
ows’ around its eyes (Fig. 9 and Col. Pl. XII in print edn), a trait it shares with all 
four evangelists.
While much of Insular art is characterized by an abstract use of colour, the natu-
ralistic colour found within the Lindisfarne Gospels’ evangelist portraits is one of the 
manuscript’s most distinctive features. Flesh-tones are carefully applied. The hair of 
both Mark and Luke is a subtle shade of dark ash-blond, while John’s is a slightly 
richer chestnut brown. Matthew’s hair is not simply grey, but ‘salt-and-pepper’ grey. 
The realism of the Lindisfarne portraits is most evident in the colouring of the evan-
gelist symbols. The lion’s pelt is not rendered in the usual bright yellow orpiment 
found in other Insular manuscripts, but rather a surprisingly subtle dun colour. This 
is the only instance of this colour within the manuscript,30 suggesting the lengths to 
which the artist went in order to create suitable colour. Equally, the careful and 
intricate gradations of colour within the wings, fur, hooves and talons of the calf and 
eagle symbols are incredibly life-like. This realism is most readily apparent when 
contrasted to the bright reds, yellows and blues of the birds and beasts in other 
Insular gospel-books, and even within the carpet pages of the Lindisfarne Gospels. 
Clearly, great pains have been taken to achieve this remarkably naturalistic colour. In 
such a context, the depiction of a green-eyed ox and a lion wearing bright blue-green 
‘eye-shadow’ is a signifi cant deviation that merits consideration. 
The unusual emphasis given to the eyes of the evangelists and their symbols, espe-
cially the unusual bluish-green ‘shadow’, is best understood through early medieval 
and patristic discussions of the eye, where it is repeatedly associated with light and 
the state of the soul. In Matthew 6:22 and Luke 11:33, Christ states that the ‘eye is 
the light of the body’. In his oft-consulted Etymologies, Isidore of Seville writes:
Eyes are called oculi [. . .] because they have a hidden, occultus, light, that is one placed secretly, 
or within. These, among all the senses, are very close to the soul [animae]. In the eyes is every 
Fig. 6. Lindisfarne Gospels, 
British Library Cotton MS Nero D.
IV, John carpet page, fol. 210v, 
detail
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Fig. 7. Lindisfarne Gospels, British 
Library Cotton MS Nero D.IV, 
John Portrait page, fol. 209v, detail
Fig. 8. Lindisfarne Gospels, British Library Cotton MS 
Nero D.IV, Matthew Portrait page, fol. 25v, detail
Fig. 9. Lindisfarne Gospels British Library Cotton 
MS Nero D.IV, Mark Portrait page, fol. 93v, detail
Fig. 10. Lindisfarne Gospels, British 
Library Cotton MS Nero D.IV, Luke 
Portrait page, fol. 137v, detail
disclosure of the mind [mentis], whence the disturbance or joy of the animus appears in the eyes. 
The eyes are also lumina. They are called this because light, lumen, emanates from them; or 
because in the beginning, they hold light closed within them; or having received it from outside, 
they pour it back, exposing it to sight.31 
Isidore’s description of the eye hints at several key features of vision as it was under-
stood in the early medieval period.32 The mind focuses and wills rays of light from 
the eyes to the object, touching the object and bringing some aspect of it — its form 
or image — back into the viewer’s body. In so doing, the viewer takes on some 
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characteristics of what s/he has seen, and the object is imprinted — medieval writers 
frequently use the metaphor of a wax and seal — onto the viewer. Augustine, and a 
number of other medieval writers, cite the example of the chameleon that looks at a 
certain hue and then transforms into that hue as well as to the mistaken belief that 
the visual ‘caprices’ of a pregnant mother alter the appearance and form of her unborn 
child.33 
In a similar vein, biblical passages repeatedly connect the eye with light, purity and 
God’s teachings. In the gospel passages mentioned above, Christ states, ‘If your eye 
is wholesome, your entire body will be fi lled with light. But if it is wicked, then even 
your body will be darkened’ (Matt. 6:22). In the psalms, which were such an integral 
part of monastic life, the narrator repeatedly calls for God to ‘enlighten my eyes’.34 
Elsewhere he asks God to ‘light my lamp’ and praises God for enlightening the blind.35 
When the faithful turn towards Christ and his teachings, they look upon the truth and 
the light and thus their eyes are fi lled with light. Most relevant to the evangelist por-
traits, Psalm 18 states that ‘the precepts of the Lord are brilliant, enlightening the eyes 
[illuminans oculos]’ while the popular Psalm 118 adds ‘your word is a lamp [lucerne] 
to my feet and a light [lumen] to my paths’. This theme is expanded by St Paul, who 
describes the wicked as the blind in whom ‘the light of the Gospel of the glory of 
Christ [illuminatio Evangelii gloriæ Christi], who is the image of God’ does not shine. 
Conversely, the good carry in ‘earthen vessels, this treasure’, that is, the light that God 
‘has shined [. . .] into our hearts, to illuminate the knowledge of the splendor of God, 
in the person of Christ Jesus’ (II Cor. 4:4, 6–7).
This theme is most explicitly set out in Augustine’s commentary on the opening of 
John. In his second treatise, commenting on John 1:8 (‘He was not the Light, but he 
was to offer testimony about the Light’), Augustine writes: ‘An enlightened man is as 
called a light; but the true light is that which enlightens’.36 He goes on to note that 
eyes are called lights, but that they are open in vain unless they have some other 
source of illumination such as a lamp or the sun. In his fi rst treatise, he explains at 
great length that the teachings of scriptures and men such as John the Baptist and 
John the Evangelist are like mountains that are illuminated by and thus refl ect the 
light of God to smaller men.37 He goes on to caution that, although shining, they are 
not the source of the light, citing John 1:9: ‘The true Light, which illuminates every 
man, was coming into this world’. He urges his audience to lift their eyes and bodily 
senses to the light of the evangelist and his gospel while raising their hearts to its 
source, the Lord.
As John Gage has noted, gospel books were associated with light, and their gold 
covers symbolically conveyed Christ’s claim, ‘I am the light of the world’.38 In a num-
ber of early medieval images, gospel books are shown studded with emeralds, which 
are often four in number or arranged in clusters of four.39 It seems likely that this 
custom similarly indicates that the gospels shine with the light of God, drawing upon 
the belief that the emerald was the brightest gemstone. This may explain the unusual 
choice of green for the covers of the majority of books that are portrayed within 
the Lindisfarne Gospels. Moreover, according to both Bede and Isidore, the emerald 
‘imbues the refl ected air around it with greenness’.40 Similarly, the evangelists and 
their gospels enlighten those who heed their teachings. While not specifi cally referring 
to the evangelists, Bede writes that the emerald represents those who ‘strive the more 
to conceive in their mind by hope “the unfading and eternal inheritance which is 
reserved in heaven,” and extend it to their neighbours by preaching’.41 
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In the Lindisfarne Gospels, the artist’s use of the colour articulates the union 
between the evangelist and the light of Christ to which the gospels give witness. Three 
of the four evangelists stare directly at their holy texts, absorbing the light of the word 
(Figs 1–4 and Col. Pls IV–VII in print edn). The lion with the blue-green ‘eye-shadow’ 
and green-eyed ox stare out towards the viewer, prominently holding their green 
books between their paws and hooves (Figs 9, 10 and Col. Pls XII, XIII in print edn). 
In Matthew’s portrait page, his angel and the mysterious fi gure peering from behind 
the curtain also hold onto green books, the former staring outwards and the latter 
gazing intently at Matthew’s gospel (Fig. 1 and Col. Pl. IV in print edn). In both 
cases, the fi gures’ eye colour seems to refl ect that of the green books which they 
carry. The evangelists and their symbols bear witness to the truth and light that 
is Christ, and some aspect of his glory is imprinted upon them. It is perhaps worth 
noting at this point that the only use of gold writing in the manuscript is on the 
incipit pages where the evangelists’ names are written in gold so that they literally 
refl ect light.42 As we have seen, according to late antique and early medieval theories 
of vision, the object is not only touched by the eye’s rays but its form is ‘absorbed 
into’ the body. Although with signifi cant differences, spiritual sight similarly allows 
the light of Christ to enter into the soul of the ‘viewer’ and facilitates a union between 
object and audience.43 
The specifi c use of blue and/or green to convey God’s light is unsurprising. In 
Exodus 24:10 and Ezekiel 10:1–4, the glory of God is described as having the likeness 
of a sapphire. In his discussion of sapphires, Bede cites both passages, saying that 
‘the glory of the Lord consists of this colour, which bears the image of the super-
celestial’.44 Similarly, the emerald was associated with the radiance of the enthroned 
Christ due to the description in Revelation 4:3, ‘And there was an rainbow [iris] 
surrounding the throne, in aspect similar to an emerald’. In mosaics, the triumphal 
crux gemmata is frequently studded exclusively with emeralds, sapphires and pearls.45 
In a number of Byzantine, Anglo-Saxon and Carolingian artworks, Christ is shown 
surrounded by a green mandorla or aura, and the haloes of both him and his saints 
are usually gold or green.46 Similarly, Christ’s halo was often shown studded with 
green emeralds.47 Within the Lindisfarne Gospels, Mark and John, the two evangelists 
who were associated with the resurrected and glorifi ed Christ, sit on blue cushions 
and wear blue and green tunics (Figs 7, 9 and Col. Pls X, XII in print edn).48 As I have 
noted elsewhere, the Grandval Bible similarly distinguishes the two ‘divine’ evangelists 
from the two ‘mortal’ evangelists through material and colour, where the former have 
gold haloes and the latter have silver ones.49
Moreover, the Lindisfarne Gospels are not unique in portraying Christ and his 
saints as having light-fi lled, or light-emitting, eyes. It has frequently been suggested 
that Insular fi gurative sculpture with drilled eyes would have had insets of some kind, 
presumably glass, as is the case elsewhere, and the National Museum of Scotland’s 
recent discovery of a complete tin sleeve in the drilled socket that forms the eye of the 
Aberlady angel would seem to confi rm this.50 In the Durham Crucifi xion page, despite 
its badly deteriorated colour, Christ’s eyes — or specifi cally the disproportionately 
large irises of his eyes — are a notable green colour, as are those of the evangelist 
symbols in the Book of Durrow (Figs 11–13 and Col. Pls XIV–XVI in print edn).51 
The latter should perhaps be discounted as the options for eye colour are somewhat 
restricted due to the manuscript’s limited colour range. The Durham Crucifi xion page, 
however, makes use of a number of colours including green, black, orange, yellow, 
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Fig. 11. Book of 
Durrow, Dublin, 
Trinity College 
Library, MS A. 4. 5. 
(57), fol. 21v
and brown, and the practice of leaving the eye without colour and simply delineating 
the pupil in black or brown was certainly an option as it was a relatively common 
convention in this period. In another example from Rome, the four evangelist symbols 
in the 7th-century Oratory of San Venanzio in the Lateran, rather disconcertingly, 
have bright red eyes.52 In metalwork, on the lower cover of the Lindau Gospels, four 
champlevé busts emerge from the central square of the boss.53 Although all four of 
the fi gures are identifi ed by the Morgan Library as representing Christ, it seems more 
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Fig. 12. Book of Durrow, Dublin, 
Trinity College Library, MS A. 4. 5. 
(57), fol. 84v
Fig. 13. Durham Cathedral Library A.
II.17, Crucifi xion page, fol. 38v
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likely, given Insular practice, that these busts are multivalent, portraying the four 
evangelists as embodying the various aspects of Christ. The eyes of the fi gures are 
outlined in blue while the irises, not unlike the Lateran mosaic, are an iridescent 
orange colour. In these latter two examples, what is remarkable is not the presence 
of colour within the eye, but its otherworldly and unnatural hue. 
While acknowledging the limited colour range of the Book of Durrow, the repre-
sentation of Matthew’s symbol suggests that the green eyes of the evangelist symbols 
might not be mere coincidence (Fig. 11 and Col. Pl. XIV in print edn). Wearing a 
brilliant cloak, the fi gure stares directly out at the spectator with bright green eyes 
and wears a matching green ‘X’ or ‘Chi’ over his chest. In Psalm 4:7, the narrator 
asserts that ‘the light of your countenance, Lord, has been sealed upon us’. Both 
Augustine and Cassiodorus in their commentaries on this verse make the analogy to 
a coin that is stamped with the emperor’s image. Cassiodorus writes that the ‘cross 
leaves its mark, the light is of God’s countenance’ shining within the good Christian. 
Augustine notes that, when the Christian soul carries the light of God’s countenance, 
it is stamped within, in ‘his very heart, that is, in that chamber where we are to pray’.54 
The evangelist symbol of Matthew literally bears the imprint of Christ’s cross of light 
in his heart.55 
While it has been suggested that the areas of green and/or blue-green that surround 
the eyes of the human fi gures should be explained as a rather singular refl ection of 
Byzantine modelling,56 it is better understood as a reference to the light of the church 
and her teachings shining out from the eyes of the evangelists, which — like the 
emerald — imbues the air refl ected around it with light and colour. In the Crucifi xion 
page of the Durham Gospels, Christ’s bright green eyes are given similar emphasis 
(Fig. 13 and Col. Pl. XVI in print edn). Almost invisible in reproductions of this 
badly damaged page, Christ’s eyes are surrounded by minute, dense, parallel, vertical 
striations. The manner in which the lines are arranged at the sides of the eyes clearly 
indicates that they are not intended to represent eyelashes and so may similarly refl ect 
the radiance of Christ’s eyes. Even in its current condition, with the majority of its 
colour stripped from it, the page with its undulating aura surrounding the head and 
shoulders of Christ and his rippling garment suggest brilliant light emitting from 
him. 
The Lindisfarne Gospels’ selection of blue and/or green for the iris and surrounding 
eye area of the evangelists and their symbols makes a great deal of sense. Gregory the 
Great writes, ‘He strengthens the minds of His preachers in the love of internal green-
ness, so that they despise all transitory things [. . .] Hence the shepherd of the Church 
himself, calling his hearers to pastures of eternal greenness’.57 Similarly, in his com-
mentary on the Apocalypse, after Bede compares the sapphire to the light of the skies 
on a clear day, he goes on to say that the holy man, ‘When struck by the rays of the 
sun, emits a radiant brightness from himself; because the mind [animus] of the saints, 
which is always intent on heavenly things, in that it is daily renewed by the rays of 
divine light [. . .] diligently seeks for the things eternal, and commends them to others 
for their seeking’.58 Earlier in the commentary, when discussing the emerald rainbow, 
Bede writes that it represents the saints whom God has enlightened, noting that it is 
therefore appropriate that they are compared with ‘an emerald, a stone of a deep 
green’.59 
Most relevant to the faux emeralds that appear in the John carpet page, both 
emeralds and the colour green were celebrated for their ability to heal and refresh 
strained eyes. Pliny, in a work that may well have been known by Bede, writes that 
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the emerald is of such a beautiful green that strained eyes can be restored by merely 
gazing upon it.60 Isidore similarly praises the emerald’s ability to soothe eyestrain.61 
In this context, it is unsurprising that John, the evangelist associated with clear 
vision and whose gospel was thought to heal the sick, wears a bright green tunic, 
while the John carpet page is studded with faux emeralds. Perhaps coincidentally, 
Augustine’s commentary on John repeatedly describes Christ’s incarnation as an 
eye-salve (collyrium).62
In terms of pose, as Michelle Brown has pointed out, the most notable distinction 
occurs in the John portrait where the Evangelist’s singular frontal pose and direct gaze 
demarcate him as the beloved apostle who wrote the Book of Revelation.63 As such, 
John was seen as one gifted with special vision. This conceit is a standard motif in 
Insular and early medieval exegetical literature and art, where John’s symbol, the 
eagle, is described in terms of the creature’s ability to see long distances and its 
habit of staring directly at the sun.64 Augustine’s homily on John 1:1, which is clearly 
referenced in the John Portrait within the Book of Kells, famously expounded at 
length upon John’s sight and the nature of ‘inner’ or ‘spiritual’ vision.65 In the Lind-
isfarne Gospels, John’s frontal gaze is rendered in a fully saturated, clear green that 
matches his tunic and the book held by his symbol. Only this green colour and the 
bright red of John’s halo are clearly perceptible on the reverse of the page. While it 
is impossible to know whether this effect was immediate, the resulting ghostly image 
with its large green eyes that seem to burn through the page is quite disconcerting. 
Unlike the other three evangelists in the Lindisfarne Gospels, John does not look 
down at his text but instead seems to stare directly out at the viewer, which Brown 
interprets as John inviting ‘the onlooker to partake in the inspiration of the gospel’ 
(Fig. 4 and Col. Pl.  VII in print edn).66 As I have discussed elsewhere, Insular art 
often depicts saints, scribes and evangelists with a lowered gaze, looking at some 
intermediary object that affords them an indirect, inner vision or glimpse of the 
Godhead.67 In the two surviving evangelist portraits from the Book of Kells, Matthew 
and John stare directly out at the manuscript’s audience. In both cases, the complex 
iconography makes clear that what the viewer sees in the image is only a glimpse of 
the inner vision beheld by the evangelist. The iconography of the John portrait and 
its incipit on the opposite verso do this through extremely complex visual exegesis 
that draws directly from Augustine’s commentary on John 1:1.68 More simply, and 
similar to John’s gesture in the Lindisfarne Gospels, Matthew obscures his right hand 
under his outer garment to touch his breast, a gesture that George Henderson has 
interpreted as possibly indicating ‘the hidden counsels of God, not yet revealed’.69 
While the hand of John in the Lindisfarne Gospels emerges from under his outer gar-
ment, it also rests on his chest. Both gestures surely denote that true understanding 
and vision of the scriptures are housed within the chest, which in the medieval period 
was seen as the ‘secret’, ‘inner chamber’, a treasure house in which true wisdom was 
kept.70 John’s bright green under-tunic, matching his eyes, suggests an inner light that 
burns brightly.
While John’s gaze conveys an inner vision, it equally suggests a looking outwards. 
Unlike the other evangelists who regard their work, we cannot see the object of John’s 
gaze. In part, this indicates John’s longing and unfulfi lled desire, characteristics that 
were thought to be essential aspects of spiritual vision. John’s eyes reach out like an 
unanswered question, and we empathically follow his gaze in its search for an object. 
Again, parallels can be found in Augustine’s commentary on the beginning of John’s 
gospel, where the patristic writer explains to his audience that, while they should look 
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to the evangelist and his gospel with their bodily sight, their inner eye should follow 
John’s gaze, seeking the source of his illumination.71 In another sense, however, John’s 
eyes do fi nd and engage with an object, and that object is us. Augustine, in his many 
analyses of spiritual vision, suggests that, while Christians cannot ‘presently’ look 
fully upon God, they can glimpse God in each other. Love is the key component of 
spiritual sight, and in loving a neighbour, according to Augustine, one is able to 
glimpse God.72 It seems unsurprising, then, that John, the evangelist who was so 
commonly associated with love,73 stares directly at the manuscript’s audience while 
refl ecting the glory of God. 
By way of conclusion, it is helpful to return to the distinctive varicoloured robes 
discussed at the beginning of this paper. Although described as ‘illogical’ and ‘indis-
criminate’ shadows, it seems more likely that the bright red folds of John’s tunic 
represent light.74 Similar lines of red, green, white and blue appear on the robes of 
all four evangelists, and it has even been suggested that they may represent shot silk 
(Figs 1–4 and Col. Pls IV–VII in print edn).75 Whether or not this is the case, surely 
the striations of bright green, blue and red indicate heavenly light and radiance rathe r 
than dark shadow. With the exception of blue, these are the colours used in the 
manuscript to portray the heavenly auras that surround the evangelists and their sym-
bols. As we have seen, green and blue were colours associated with the brilliance of 
the heavens and divine light. Artists commonly used red to convey fi relight, sunlight 
and the brilliance of gold.76 Additionally, with the notable exception of Matthew’s 
deep plum-coloured robe and its black striations,77 the colours of the folds and the 
garments that they appear on come from opposite sides of the colour-wheel — red 
and blue; green and red — creating the optical effect of simultaneous contrast whereb y 
colours intensify one another, giving the illusion of fl ux.78 As a result, the four men 
appear to wear living robes of light, fulfi lling the instructions that Christ gave during 
his Sermon on the Mount: ‘You are the light of the world [. . .] Let your light stand 
before the eyes of men so they may see [. . .] and praise your father in heaven’. 
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